Providing Effective Feedback Using
Adobe Reader XI

Installing Adobe Reader Software
Adobe Reader is free software that allows you to view and annotate PDF files. It can be
downloaded from the following address http://get.adobe.com/reader/

When downloading the PDF software ensure you

deselect

the option to install

McAfee security scan.
The select “Download now”.

Once the file has downloaded, double click the icon and follow the onscreen instructions.
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Using Adobe Reader XI: Useful Drawing Tools

Useful Drawing Markups

Open a PDF file in Adobe Reader and open the “Comment” window by selecting the
“Comment” icon as shown above.

To box a word, click on the “comments” icon, then click the “rectangle” icon as shown
above. Using the mouse, left click and draw a box around the word.
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Using Adobe Reader XI: Useful Drawing Tools

To underline a word, click on the “comments” icon, then click the “line” icon as shown
above. Using the mouse, left click and draw a line under the word.

To change the colours of any shape you have drawn, right click on the shape. Then left
click “properties” as shown above.
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Using Adobe Reader XI: Useful Drawing Tools

Click the “colour” box and select the colour you wish to use. This will change the colour
of the line/outline. Other options can be edited in this window, such as the line thickness,
the fill colour of the shape and its transparency (opacity)

Alternatively, click the “View” menu, then click “Show/Hide”, then click “Toolbar Items”,
then select “Properties Bar” as shown above. This will activate the “Properties Bar”, shown
below, allowing you to format text and edit shapes that are highlighted/selected
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Using Adobe Reader XI: Useful Drawing Tools

To create a “textbox“ click on the “textbox” icon within the “Comment” window Left click
where you wish the arrow to begin and draw the mouse to create the textbox. Click on
the textbox to insert text.
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Using Adobe Reader XI: Useful Drawing Tools

A “callout“ is a textbox with an arrow adjoined as shown above. To create a “callout“
click on the “click on the “callout” icon within the “Comment” window Left click where
you wish the arrow to begin and draw the mouse to create the callout. Click on the
textbox to insert text.

Arrows can also be drawn. Within the “Comments” window select the “arrow” icon. Using
the mouse, left click and draw a line under the word.

Freehand shapes can also be drawn using the “pencil” command. Within the “drawing”
tab select the “pencil” icon. Hold left click to draw a shape and release when finished.
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Using Adobe Reader XI: Useful Drawing Tools
This can be used to correct homework, and this feature is particularly useful with tablet
pc’s and touchscreen computers.

The “eraser” command removes freehand shapes created with the “pencil” command.
Hold left click and draw your mouse over the pats of the shape you wish to remove,
release the left mouse button when finished.
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Using Adobe Reader XI: Annotation Tools
Useful Annotation Tools
Like shapes that can be draw in Adobe Reader, comments can be added to PDF
documents. The “comment” functions allow you to create your own text. For PDF
documents that were typed on a computer (i.e. not scanned in) you can highlight and
interact with the text.
Highlighting text

To highlight a keyword click on the “highlight” icon within the “Comment” window. Left
click and drag your mouse over a word/words in the document. They will now be
highlighted.
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Using Adobe Reader XI: Annotation Tools
To change the highlight colour activate the “Property Bar“ as shown earlier.

To underline a keyword click on the “underline” icon within the “Comment” window. Left
click and drag your mouse over a word/words in the document. They will now be
underlined.

To add a line of text (a textbox with an invisible border) click the “text” icon. Left click
anywhere on screen to begin typing. To format the text activate the “Properties Bar” as
discussed earlier.
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Using Adobe Reader XI: Annotation Tools

When saving, save a copy of the file. This prevents you overriding the original file. To
save a copy click the “save as” icon, and then give the document a new name as shown
above.
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Working With Scanned Documents
Adding notes and working with scanned
documents
Adobe reader cannot differentiate text and images in a scanned document. This means
that text cannot be selected, and renders many of the annotation features obsolete.
However, the drawing tools will function as normal.
The flowing example highlights how notes and comments can be added to scanned in
documents.

Pages that are incorrect orientated can be rotated to the correct orientation. Click the
“view menu”. Then click “rotate clockwise” or “rotate counterclockwise” to get the correct
orientation.
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Working With Scanned Documents

The drawing commands outlined in an earlier section were used above. The pencil tool
was used to add ticks, callouts were added to elaborate on key points and the rectangle
tool was used to identify misspellings.

The note command was used to provide feedback on the project work. To add a note,
click “comments” then select the “note” icon. Left click where you want the note symbol
to appear on the document, and type the feedback, as shown above.
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Working With Scanned Documents

You can record audio feedback using a microphone. Newer laptops have built in
microphones. Left click the speaker icon, then left click anywhere on the document. A
new window will pop up. Click the record icon and speak into your microphone. When
finished, click the ok button, as shown above.

Click ok, as shown above.
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Working With Scanned Documents

Double click the speaker icon, highlighted above, to hear the audio.
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Suggested Teaching Methodologies
Using the BUG Technique
The BUG technique can be applied to any question, even State Exam questions.

B

Box the instruction

U

Underline what you are being asked to do

G

Glance back over the question

This strategy encourages pupils to analyse the questions they are being asked, and to
identify all of the criteria. Sharing the criteria for success is a key component of
Assessment for learning, but of equal importance is enabling pupils to identify the
Criteria for Success. By using this technique pupils will understand what exactly is being
asked of them, and hence will understand the criteria for success.
Providing Effective Feedback
Another Suggested approach is to use the note function when providing feedback.
In the event that pupils are unable to type homework, handwritten homework can be
scanned. Newer photocopiers can be networked and can be used to scan in documents.
They can also be set to scan in double sided and to scan A3 pages. Many photocopiers
automatically convert the documents to PDF format. If your photocopier does not, free
software called primopdf can convert the scanned images to PDFs.
Using PDFs you can comment on pupils work, and keep records of revisions that were
made. This can be particularly useful for portfolio work, and for inspections. It could also
be used in conjunction with a website or blog to provide pupils with exemplar material to
review, and as an archive for notes.
Pupils can also use Adobe Reader to create edit their own documents and to make
changes.
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Suggested Teaching Methodologies

In this example the pupil used Adobe Reader to make changes to the document.
Textboxes were used in the above example.
Feedback given to pupils can often be repetitive as recommendations for improvement
can be very similar. By copying and pasting text from notes repetitive work can be
reduced.

The audio recording function can greatly reduce the time take to provide feedback, while
simultaneously giving the teacher the opportunity to provide more detailed and specific
feedback. This enables the teacher to provide individual feedback in a manner that is
both time effective and pupil orientated. The two stars and a wish approach is
recommended, where by the teacher praise two aspects of the students work and make
one suggestion for improvement.
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Suggested Teaching Methodologies
Creating a Dialogue with Pupils
Pupils often produce homework without realising its role in developing their knowledge
as well as overall exam technique. Get the pupils to reflect on their homework once it has
been corrected, and evaluate it.
Inform them they must identify one are they are satisfied with and one area they need to
improve on for next time. To ensure pupils give honest and reflective feedback, inform
them that they must give a reason for their choices

When spellings are grammatical errors have been corrected by the teacher, get the pupils
to place the correct spelling in a text box over the incorrectly spelling.
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